
 

GraphicRiver Metal Name Plates Mockup

the perfect font for those metal fans looking for death metal fonts and or black metal fonts, this
typeface combines elements of gothic fonts and the horror genre to create a font with a high scare
factor. the font for metal groups comes with a full set of upper and lowercase characters, numbers,
and punctuation. use it to create album covers, posters, t-shirts, etc. this gothic blackletter font is a
bit of a restrained version of the metal look, but still works well for those looking to capture the spirit
of the genre in their work. the metalcore font, which also captures elements of old english fonts with
its calligraphic style, can be used to create beautiful and eye-catching branding materials, business
cards, posters, and more! these tiny metal pins are highly customizable and can feature any design,
including offbeat illustrations, branded logos, and anything else you can dream up. enamel pins act

as an extension of peoples personalities and give them the chance to customize and accessorize
jean jackets, backpacks, hats, and more. looking for ametal lettering fontfor an album cover or a t-

shirt with a bit of a twist then check out thistattoo lettering font. it includes uppercase and lowercase
characters, numbers, punctuation, multilingual symbols, swashes, and alternate characters. a great
choice for those who want to differentiate themselves from the pack. the names of your fans have a
way of sticking with them for life, so why not give them something to remember by using this large
metal font as the title for your next project? the set includes uppercase and lowercase characters,
numbers, punctuation, multilingual symbols, swashes and alternate characters, and tons of glyphs

that allow you to create your own unique text for your next project.

GraphicRiver Metal Name Plates Mockup

the metal plate is created in 3d and rendered as a high quality psd image with smart objects. just
paste your design into smart object and select from 3 mockup styles. you can combine mockup

styles by using masks. you can set any plate fill color or leave it unpainted metal. also you can paste
your wall artwork behind, or corporate pattern or other company identity or just paint wall with auto
perspective smart object layer. three photo filters sets mood of the scene, just simply turn them on
or off if you need. if you’re looking for a bold and funky metal band font to add a little edge to your

branding, then this one’s perfect for you. it contains a wide variety of symbols, combining a
flamboyant style with retro touches, making it perfect for modern and retro projects alike. it includes

cyrillic characters, making it suitable for both english and russian projects. just paste your design
into smart object and pick from 3 mockup styles. you can combine mockup styles by using masks.

you can set any plate fill color or leave it unpainted metal. also you can paste your wall artwork
behind, or corporate pattern or other company identity or just paint wall with auto perspective smart

object layer. looking for something a bit different try this decorative font, which incorporates
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elements of gothic fonts to create a look that’s interesting and unique. it's not traditionally what you
think of as a heavy metal font, but therein lies its strength. you'll certainly set yourself apart from
the crowd when you use this font in your projects. perfect mockup to showcase your logo, nominal
plate design or company name. just paste your design into smart object and pick from 3 mockup
styles. you can combine mockup styles by using masks. you can set any plate fill color or leave it

unpainted metal. also you can paste your wall artwork behind, or corporate pattern or other
company identity or just paint wall with auto perspective smart object layer. three photo filters sets

mood of the scene, just simply turn them on or off if you need. 5ec8ef588b
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